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APPENDIX C 
 

LEGAL REFERENCES 
 
RS 32:71  Driving on right side of road; exceptions 

A. Upon all roadways of sufficient width a vehicle shall be driven upon the right 
half of the roadway, except as follows: 

(1) When overtaking and passing another vehicle proceeding in the same direction 
under the rules governing such movement, including passing lanes; 

(2) When the right half of a roadway is closed to traffic while under construction 
or repair; 

(3) Upon a roadway designated and signposted for one-way traffic. 
B.(1)(a) Upon all multilane highways, no vehicle shall be driven in the left-hand 

lane except when directed otherwise, preparing for a left turn at an intersection or private 
road or driveway, overtaking or passing another vehicle proceeding in the same direction, 
or when right-hand lanes are congested; however, no vehicle being driven in the left lane 
except when directed otherwise or preparing for a left turn at an intersection, private road, 
or driveway shall impede any other vehicle that is traveling in the same lane and behind 
that vehicle. 

(b) Upon all multilane highways, no vehicle traveling in the left-hand lane shall 
be driven at a speed slower than any vehicle traveling to its right on the same roadway. 

(c) Upon all multilane highways any vehicle proceeding at less than the normal 
speed of traffic at the time and place and under the circumstances then existing, shall be 
driven in the right-hand lane then available for traffic except when preparing for a left 
turn at an intersection or into a private road or driveway, or passing or overtaking a 
vehicle proceeding in the same direction, if passing on the left side of it.  Nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to authorize driving any vehicle in the left lane so as to 
prohibit, impede, or block passage of an overtaking vehicle in such lane and in such event 
the vehicle in the left lane prohibiting, impeding, or blocking passage of an overtaking 
vehicle shall expeditiously merge into the right lane of traffic. 

(d) The provisions of this Subsection shall not apply during a declared state of 
emergency when contraflow has been activated. 

(2) In addition to the requirement of Paragraph 1 hereof, any vehicle proceeding 
on a multilane highway at a speed slower than ten miles per hour less than the posted 
maximum speed limit shall be driven in the right hand lane then available for traffic, or as 
close as practicable to the right hand curb or edge of the roadway, except when 
overtaking and passing a vehicle proceeding in the same direction or when preparing for 
a left turn at an intersection or into a private road or driveway.  Persons in violation of 
this Paragraph shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars, or by 
imprisonment for not more than thirty days, or both. 

C. The Department of Public Safety and Corrections, office of motor vehicles, is 
directed to include a summary of this Section in any instructional publication for drivers. 

D. The Department of Transportation and Development is directed to place signs 
on multilane highways, in an effort to make motorists aware of the provisions provided 
for in this Section. 
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E. The Louisiana Highway Safety Commission and the Department of 
Transportation and Development are directed to cooperatively develop and engage a 
public awareness campaign to notify motorists of the provisions of this Section. 
Acts 1962, No. 310, §1.  Amended by Acts 1970, No. 608, §1; Acts 1975, No. 290, §1; 
Acts 1988, No. 246, §1; Acts 2009, No. 190, §1 
 
RS 32:77. No passing zones 

A. The Department is hereby authorized to determine those portions of any 
highway where overtaking and passing or driving to the left of the roadway would 
be especially hazardous, and shall by appropriate signs or markings on the 
roadway indicate the beginning and end of such zones, and when such signs and 
markings are in place and are clearly visible to an ordinary observant person, 
every driver shall obey the directions thereof.  

B. Where signs or markings are in place to define a no-passing zone as set 
forth in paragraph A, no driver shall at any time drive on the left side of the 
roadway within such zone, or on the left side of any pavement striping, designated 
to mark such no-passing zone, throughout its length.  
Acts 1962, No. 310, §1.  
 
RS 32:125. Procedure on approach of an authorized emergency vehicle; passing a 
parked emergency vehicle 

A. Upon the immediate approach of an authorized emergency vehicle making use 
of audible or visual signals, or of a police vehicle properly and lawfully making use of an 
audible signal only, the driver of every other vehicle shall yield the right-of-way and shall 
immediately drive to a position parallel to, and as close as possible to, the right-hand 
edge or curb of the highway clear of any intersection, and shall stop and remain in such 
position until the authorized emergency vehicle has passed, except when otherwise 
directed by a police officer. 

B. When any vehicle making use of any visual signals as authorized by law, 
including the display of alternately flashing amber or yellow warning lights, is parked on 
or near the highway, the driver of every other vehicle shall: 

(1) When driving on an interstate highway or other highway with two or more 
lanes traveling in the same direction, yield the right-of-way by making a lane change into 
a lane not adjacent to the parked vehicle, if possible with due regard to safety and traffic 
conditions.  If a lane change is not possible, the driver shall slow to a reasonably safe 
speed. 

(2) Maintain a safe speed for road conditions, if unable or unsafe to change lanes, 
or driving on a two-lane road or highway. 

C. This Section shall not operate to relieve the driver of an authorized emergency 
vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety of all persons using the 
highway. 

D. Any person who violates the provisions of this Section shall, upon conviction, 
be subject to a fine not to exceed two hundred dollars. 
Acts 1962, No. 310, §1.  Amended by Acts 1980, No. 160, §1; Acts 2001, No. 583, §1; 
Acts 2008, No. 429, §1, eff. June 21, 2008; Acts 2008, No. 746, §1. 
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RS 32:235. Uniform highway marking system 
A.(1) The department shall adopt a manual and specifications for a uniform system of 
traffic control devices consistent with the provisions of this Chapter for use upon 
highways within this state. Such uniform system shall correlate with and so far as 
possible conform to the system then current as approved by the United States Department 
of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, provided that the department is 
authorized to deviate from said system and to erect advisory signs only to post advisory 
weight limits on state bridges where a state bridge is scheduled for replacement or 
strengthening within three years from the date of approval by the chief engineer of the 
department's weight rating evaluation of any state bridge. 
In addition, the department may deviate from the criteria contained in said system for 
location of traffic signals to the extent that additional weighted consideration shall be 
given to pedestrian and vehicular traffic volumes associated with schools which are 
located on state highways. 
(2) The department shall require that any signage on public highways which indicates 
maximum or minimum speed limits in kilometers also indicate such speed limits in miles 
per hour. 
B. Local municipal and parish authorities in their respective jurisdictions shall place and 
maintain such traffic control devices upon highways under their jurisdiction as they may 
deem necessary to indicate and to carry out the provisions of this Chapter, regulations of 
the department and commissioner adopted pursuant hereto, and local traffic ordinances 
adopted pursuant to the authority granted by R.S. 32:41 and R.S. 32:42. All such traffic 
control devices hereafter erected shall conform to the department's manual or 
specifications. If any such device hereafter erected by a political subdivision of this state 
fails to conform to the manual or specifications, payment of any funds allocated to that 
political subdivision shall be withheld by the department until the standards established 
by the department are complied with. 
C. No local municipal or parish authority shall place or maintain any traffic control 
device upon any state maintained highway without having first obtained the written 
approval of the department. 
D. Wherever any highway crosses the boundaries of and enters into the state of 
Louisiana, the department may erect appropriate signs giving notice of the maximum 
speed limits authorized by law for each type of vehicle upon the highways of this state. 
E. Proof that any state, parochial or municipal authority was at the time of any incident 
complained of in compliance with the provisions of the department's traffic control 
devices manual shall be prima facie evidence of discharge by such authority of its 
obligations to the motoring public. 
Acts 1962, No. 310, §1. Amended by Acts 1968, No. 182, §1; Acts 1968, No. 273, §3; 
Acts 1977, No. 113, §1, eff. June 22, 1977; Acts 1977, No. 211, §1, eff. July 7, 1977; 
Acts 1978, No. 35, §1, eff. May 31, 1978; Acts 1995, No. 282, §1; Acts 1995, No. 1125, 
§1. 
 
RS 32:236. Privately owned signs on public rights of way prohibited 
Privately owned signs on public rights of way prohibited; exceptions; authority of 
municipalities and department of highways; advertising on convenience facilities at 
public transit stops 
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A.  No person, contractor, or public service corporation shall erect or maintain 
any sign of any nature or a traffic control device or any thing resembling a traffic control 
device within the right-of-way of any highway or street, without having official 
permission to install or maintain same in the public right-of-way under the provisions of 
R.S. 48:344 and R.S. 48:381, except the governing authority maintaining the highway or 
street.  

B.  Contractors may place such signs and warning devices and permit holders may 
place such temporary signs and warning devices as are authorized to warn the traveling 
public of dangers arising from the work being done within the right-of-way.  The 
department may place such directional, regulatory, and warning signs, signals and 
barricades, or other traffic control devices as are desirable in its judgment to guide, 
inform, regulate, and warn the traveling public.  

C.  A public body, such as a parish or municipal governing authority maintaining 
a highway or street, may authorize and adopt rules to regulate advertising on convenience 
facilities such as benches, shelters, and kiosks, located within the public rights of way at 
designated stops of a public transit system, as designated or contracted for by the 
governing authority.  
Acts 1962, No. 310, §1.  Amended by Acts 1964, No. 299, §1; Acts 1977, No. 113, §1, 
eff. June 22, 1977; Acts 1990, No. 220, §1; Acts 1992, No. 732, §1.  
 
RS 32:238. Directional signs 
A. The governing authority of any parish, municipality, or school board may request the 
Department of Transportation and Development to place directional signs on the rights of 
way of the streets and highways which are within the state highway system and which are 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the governing authority making the request. 
B. As used in this Section, a "directional sign" is a sign which serves the public purpose 
of directing vehicular traffic to or identifying streets, highways, buildings, facilities, or 
other entities or locations which are of interest to the public. Entities or locations which 
are of interest to the public include but are not limited to governmental buildings, 
churches, libraries, public or private schools, hospitals, historic districts, seasonal 
attractions, and tourist attractions. 
C. The request for directional signs shall be in writing, shall be in the form of a resolution 
unanimously passed by the governing authority making the request, and shall state the 
information which is to appear on the sign, the name and general location of the entity to 
which the public is to be directed, and the general location at which the sign is to be 
located. 
D. The Department of Transportation and Development shall erect and maintain each 
sign requested under this Section in accordance with federal regulations. 
E. The Department of Transportation and Development shall adopt administrative rules to 
implement the provisions of this Section as authorized by and in accordance with state 
law and federal regulations. 
F. Any signing requested shall be paid for in advance, sign cost only, by the requestor or 
public body making such request. 
Acts 1990, No. 976, §1; Acts 1999, No. 222, §1. 
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RS 32:380. Width; projecting loads on vehicles 
SUBPART A. SIZE, WIDTH, HEIGHT, LENGTH, WEIGHT 
AND LOAD OF VEHICLES IN REGULAR OPERATION 
A. The width of any vehicle shall not exceed one hundred two inches, exclusive of safety 
devices. 
B. The load on any vehicle shall not project more than twelve inches beyond the width of 
its body. 
C. The width of a farm tractor shall not exceed nine feet. 
D. The secretary shall designate the qualifying highway system to which the foregoing 
width limitations shall apply. 
E. Repealed by Acts 2003, No. 347, §2. Added by Acts 1977, No. 113, §1, eff. June 22, 
1977.  
Acts 1983, No. 416, §1; Acts 1990, No. 51, §1; Acts 1990, No. 896, §1; Acts 2003, No. 
347, §§1 and 2. 
 
RS 32:382. Length; special length limits 
A. Length 
(1) The length of a single vehicle shall not exceed forty-five feet. The length of a 
trailing unit on any single vehicle shall not exceed thirty feet. The length of the 
semitrailer portion of a tractor-semitrailer combination shall not exceed fifty-nine feet 
and six inches. The length of the semitrailer or trailer portion of a tractor-semitrailer-
trailer combination shall not exceed thirty feet. The length of the trailer portions of a 
tractor-trailer-trailer combination shall not exceed thirty feet. The length of the 
semitrailer portions of a tractor-semitrailer-semitrailer combination shall not exceed 
thirty feet. 
(2)(a) The load carried by a combination of vehicles transporting timber poles and piling 
shall not exceed sixty-five feet plus one foot additional tolerance in length. The load 
carried by a combination of vehicles transporting forest products in their natural or 
treated state shall not exceed sixty-five feet plus one foot additional tolerance in length. 
Said combinations transporting poles and piling or forest products in their natural or 
treated state shall operate only during daylight hours and shall display a red flag or cloth 
not less than one foot square at the rear of the load. A combination of vehicles 
transporting forest products in their natural state shall be equipped with stationary vertical 
retaining poles on the driver's side of the trailer portion. 
(b) No combination of vehicles shall consist of more than two vehicles, except as 
provided in R.S. 32:384(C) and R.S. 32:382(A)(3) and except that combinations of truck-
tractor and two trailers; truck-tractor and two semi-trailers; or truck-tractor, semi-trailer, 
and trailer are permitted. 
(c) The combination of vehicles consisting of three vehicles excepted in this Section by 
Subsection A(2)(b) shall be permitted to operate over all highways within the Interstate 
System and other highways designated by the secretary. 
(d) No combination of vehicles operated on any parish road under the jurisdiction of the 
police jury shall consist of more than two vehicles, except as provided in R.S. 
32:382(A)(3). 
(3)(a) A vehicle having no more than two axles may tow any combination of two 
vehicles, provided the combination of vehicles does not exceed sixty-five feet. 
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(b) A vehicle having no more than two axles and owned and/or operated by a 
manufacturer or dealer of boats may tow two boat trailers. 
B. Special length limits 
(1) Subject to the provisions of R.S. 32:380, R.S. 32:381, and Subsection A of this 
Section, the load upon any single vehicle or upon the front vehicle of a combination of 
vehicles shall not project more than four feet beyond the foremost part of said vehicle, 
and the load upon any single vehicle or upon the rear vehicle of a combination of vehicles 
shall not project more than eight feet beyond the rear of the bed or body of said vehicle, 
except that the load upon the rear vehicle of a combination of vehicles transporting poles 
and piling shall not project more than fifteen feet beyond the rear of the bed or rear tire of 
said vehicle, whichever is further from the cab, and the load upon the rear vehicle of a 
combination of vehicles transporting forest products in their natural state shall not project 
more than twenty feet beyond the rear of the bed or rear tire of said vehicle, whichever is 
further from the cab, and said load or loads must maintain a two foot clearance above the 
pavement structure, and provided further said combination of vehicles transporting forest 
products in their natural state with a rear projecting load in excess of fifteen feet shall 
operate only during daylight hours and shall display a red flag or cloth not less than one 
foot square at the rear of its projected load. A combination of vehicles transporting forest 
products in their natural state shall be equipped with stationary vertical retaining poles on 
the driver's side of the trailer portion. 
(2) Equipment that is permanently attached to and cannot be readily removed from a 
vehicle shall not constitute load and the provisions of Subsection B(1) of this Section 
shall not apply to such vehicles if the following conditions exist: 
(a) The vehicle meets requisite state safety standards to be and is licensed for use on state 
highways; and 
(b) That portion of such equipment which extends in front of the foremost part of said 
vehicle has a minimum vertical clearance above the surface of the highway of six feet. 
(c) The provisions of this Section shall not apply to vehicles collecting garbage, rubbish, 
refuse, or recyclable materials which are equipped with front-end loading attachments 
and containers provided that the vehicles are actively engaged in the collection of 
garbage, rubbish, refuse, or recyclable materials. 
(3) Sportsmen coaches or vehicles obviously used solely for recreational purposes and 
registered therefore may tow a combination of no more than two vehicles and shall not 
exceed seventy feet in total length. 
C. The combinations of vehicles consisting of three vehicles excepted in this Section by 
Subsection A(2)(b) shall have reasonable access, not to exceed ten miles, between the 
interstate system or other highways designated by the secretary and terminals and 
facilities for food, fuel, repairs, and rest, unless otherwise prohibited. Household goods 
carriers shall have unrestricted access for loading and unloading purposes only, unless 
otherwise prohibited. 
D. The secretary shall designate the qualifying highway system to which the foregoing 
length limitations shall apply. 
E. The foregoing regulations of tractor-semi-trailer combinations shall not prohibit the 
operation, replacement, or reasonable business expansion of those types or lengths of 
vehicles which are in actual and lawful use on or before July 2, 1983. 
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F. All vehicles of legal length on the interstate system and other designated systems but 
which are not of legal length off of the interstate system and other designated systems 
shall have reasonable access, not to exceed ten miles, between the interstate system or 
other highways designated by the secretary and terminals and facilities for food, fuel, 
repairs, and rest, unless otherwise prohibited. Household goods carriers shall have 
unrestricted access for loading and unloading purposes only, unless otherwise prohibited. 
Acts 1977, No. 113, §1, eff. June 22, 1977. Amended by Acts 1978, No. 35, §1, eff. May 
31, 1978; Acts 1979, No. 87, §1, eff. June 29, 1979; Acts 1982, No. 410, §1; Acts 1982, 
No. 438, §1; Acts 1983, No. 416, §1; Acts 1984, No. 948, §1; Acts 1985, No. 260, §1, 
eff. July 6, 1985; Acts 1985, No. 960, §1; Acts 1987, No. 405, §1; Acts 1988, No. 663, 
§1; Acts 1990, No. 51, §1; Acts 1995, No. 1185, §1; Acts 1997, No. 764, §1; Acts 1997, 
No. 940, §1. 
 
RS 32:386. Weight 
A. The total gross weight of any vehicle or combination of vehicles shall not exceed 
eighty thousand pounds, and no vehicle or combination of vehicles shall exceed its 
licensed gross weight. 
B. No tire mounted on any axle attached to any vehicle or combination of vehicles shall 
impose a greater weight on the surface of a highway than six hundred fifty pounds per 
inch width of tire. 
C. The total gross weight of any single axle attached to any vehicle and equipped with 
low pressure pneumatic tires shall not exceed twenty thousand pounds. 
D. The total gross weight of any tandem axle or tandem steering axle attached to any 
vehicle and equipped with low pressure pneumatic tires shall not exceed thirty-four 
thousand pounds. However on any vehicle carrying forest products in their natural state, 
the weight limitation shall be thirty-seven thousand pounds per tandem axle and equipped 
with low pressure pneumatic tires except on the Interstate system. 
E. The total gross weight of any tridum axle attached to any vehicle and equipped with 
low pressure pneumatic tires shall not exceed forty-two thousand pounds. 
E-1. The total gross weight of any quadrum axle attached to any vehicle and equipped 
with low pressure pneumatic tires shall not exceed fifty thousand pounds. 
F. The total gross weight of any single axle or any single steering axle attached to any 
vehicle and equipped with high pressure pneumatic, solid rubber or cushion tires shall not 
exceed eighteen thousand pounds. 
G. The total gross weight of any tandem axle or any tandem steering axle attached to any 
vehicle and equipped with high pressure pneumatic, solid rubber or cushion tires shall not 
exceed thirty-two thousand pounds. 
H.(1) For vehicles using the Interstate system, the overall maximum gross weight, 
including enforcement tolerances, on a group of two or more consecutive axles, shall be 
produced by application of the following formula: 
W = 500(LN/(N - 1) + 12N + 36) 
where W equals overall gross weight on any group of two or more consecutive axles to 
the nearest five hundred pounds, L equals distance in feet between the extreme of any 
group of two or more consecutive axles, and N equals number of axles in group under 
consideration, except that two consecutive sets of tandem axles may carry a gross load of 
thirty-four thousand pounds each provided the overall distance between the first and last 
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axles of the consecutive sets of tandem axles is thirty-six feet or more. The overall gross 
weight shall not exceed eighty thousand pounds, including all enforcement tolerances, 
except for those vehicles and loads which cannot be easily dismantled or divided and 
which have been issued special permits. 
(2) In accordance with 23 U.S.C.A. 127, certain vehicles carrying certain commodities 
shall be exempt from application of the formula. The exemptions shall include the 
following: 
Vehicles with Type Two axle configuration (three axle combination with one single axle 
and one set of tandem axles); or Type Six axle configuration (five axle combination with 
one single axle and two sets of tandem axles); or a vehicle with Type Eight axle 
configuration (six axle combination with one single axle, one tandem axle, and one 
tridem axle); or vehicles with Type Ten axle configuration (double bottom); or Type 
Eighteen axle configuration (four axle combination with one single axle and one set of 
tridem axles) carrying any of the following bulk commodities thereof: forest products in 
their natural state, lumber, sand, gravel, agricultural products in their natural state, loose 
or mixed concrete (including asphaltic or Portland cement), or bulk liquid commodities. 
(3) All vehicles which are rendered economically useless by application of the bridge 
formula which are legal and operational on the effective date of this Subsection shall 
remain legal for a period of five years from the effective date of this Subsection. The 
trucking industry is hereby granted a phase-in period to extend for a period of five years 
from the effective date of this Subsection, within which time it shall adjust, modify, or 
replace equipment to comply with the provisions of this Subsection. 
I. Notwithstanding the provisions of Subsection (A) of this Section and subject to the 
provisions of Subsections (B), (C), (D), (E), and (E-1) of this section, the total gross 
weight of any combination of vehicles which has a tridum axle or a quadrum axle shall 
not exceed eighty-eight thousand pounds while operating on any state-maintained 
highway except the Interstate System and shall not exceed eighty-three thousand four 
hundred pounds while operating on the Interstate System within this state. 
J. When by reason of the condition of the weather or other emergency, or the physical 
condition of any highway or its recent construction, or the making of repairs thereto, the 
secretary deems it necessary, then for such time as is reasonably necessary to remedy the 
situation, he may prohibit the use of such highway or specify lesser gross weights than 
those fixed in this Section, pursuant to the recommendations of the chief engineer of the 
department, in order to protect the public highways and the persons and property of the 
traveling public from unnecessary damage. Notice of such restrictions, prohibitions, or 
weight reductions shall be given by the secretary by posters at the terminal of the 
highway. However, failure to post such notice shall under no circumstances make either 
the state or the department liable for damages which may result because of such failure. 
K. Vehicles and combinations of vehicles shall be loaded in such manner that the axle 
limitations set forth in Subsections C, D, E, E-1, F and G of this Section are not 
exceeded.  However, while operating on any state-maintained highway except the 
Interstate System, the provisions of Subsections C, D, E, E-1, F and G of this section 
shall not be deemed to have been violated unless the axle weight exceeds by more than 
two thousand pounds Subsections C and F of this section or more than three thousand 
pounds Subsections D, E, E-1, and G of this section. 
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This Subsection shall in no way be construed to allow the total gross weight in any 
vehicle or combination of vehicles to exceed the gross weight limits set forth in 
Subsections A or I of this Section. 
Acts 1977, No. 113, §1, eff. June 22, 1977. Amended by Acts 1978, No. 35, §1, eff. May 
31, 1978; Acts 1982, No. 196, §1; Acts 1987, No. 686, §1. {{NOTE: SEE ACTS 1987, 
NO. 686, §2 FOR RULEMAKING AUTHORITY.}} 
 
RS 32:1521. Restrictions on transportation of hazardous materials 
A. No carrier shall transport hazardous materials on Louisiana Highway 73 between 
Interstate 10 and Louisiana Highway 74 and within three hundred yards or less of any 
building used as a public or private elementary or secondary school, except for carriers 
making local deliveries on this portion of Highway 73. 
B. No carrier shall transport hazardous materials on Louisiana Highway 1 between its 
intersection with Louisiana Highway 3132 and its intersection with Interstate 220 and 
within three hundred yards or less of any building used as a public or private elementary 
or secondary school, except for carriers making local pickups or deliveries, carriers using 
the route to reach a local pickup or delivery point, or carriers using the route to reach 
maintenance or service facilities. 
C. No carrier shall transport hazardous materials on U.S. Highway 171 between its 
intersection with Louisiana Highway 3132 and its intersection with U.S. Highway 80 and 
within three hundred yards or less of any building used as a public or private elementary 
or secondary school, except for carriers making local pickups or deliveries, carriers using 
the route to reach a local pickup or delivery point, or carriers using the route to reach 
maintenance or service facilities. 
D. No carrier shall transport hazardous materials on U.S. Highway 71 between its 
intersection with Interstate 220 and its intersection with Interstate 20 and within three 
hundred yards or less of any building used as a public or private elementary or secondary 
school, except for carriers making local pickups or deliveries, carriers using the route to 
reach a local pickup or delivery point, or carriers using the route to reach maintenance or 
service facilities. 
E. Except for carriers making local pickups or deliveries, carriers using the route to reach 
a local pickup or delivery point, or carriers traveling to or from their terminal facilities, or 
carriers using the route to reach maintenance or service facilities within the boundaries of 
the parish, no carrier shall transport hazardous materials in the parishes of Caddo or 
Bossier, except on the following routes: 
(1) Interstate 20 between the Texas-Louisiana state boundary and the Caddo-Bossier 
parish boundary. 
(2) Interstate 220 between its intersection with Interstate 20 and the Caddo-Bossier parish 
boundary. 
(3) Interstate 49 between the Caddo-DeSoto parish boundary and its intersection with 
Interstate 20. 
(4) Louisiana Highway 1 between the Caddo-Red River parish boundary and its 
intersection with Louisiana Highway 3132. 
(5) Louisiana Highway 1 between its intersection with Interstate 220 and the Louisiana-
Arkansas state boundary. 
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(6) U.S. Highway 171 between the Caddo-DeSoto parish boundary and its intersection 
with Louisiana Highway 3132. 
(7) Louisiana Highway 2 between its intersection with Louisiana Highway 1 and the 
Caddo-Bossier parish boundary. 
(8) U.S. Highway 79 between the Louisiana-Texas state boundary and its intersection 
with Interstate 20. 
(9) U.S. Highway 71 between its intersection with Interstate 220 and the Louisiana-
Arkansas state boundary. 
(10) U.S. Highway 80 from the Louisiana-Texas state boundary to Greenwood, 
Louisiana. 
(11) Louisiana Highway 3132. 
(12) Louisiana Highway 526. 
F. No carrier shall transport hazardous materials on any route in the parishes of Caddo or 
Bossier within three hundred yards or less of any building used as a public or private 
elementary or secondary school, except for carriers making local pickups or deliveries, 
carriers using the route to reach a local pickup or delivery point, or carriers using the 
route to reach maintenance or service facilities within the boundaries of the parishes. 
G. Except for carriers making local pickups and deliveries, carriers using the route to 
reach a local pickup or delivery point, or carriers using the route to reach maintenance or 
service facilities, no carriers shall transport hazardous materials in the parishes of Caddo 
and Bossier, except on the following routes: 
(1) Interstate 20 between the Bossier-Caddo parish boundary and the Bossier-Webster 
parish boundary. 
(2) Interstate 220 between the Bossier-Caddo parish boundary and its intersection with 
Interstate 20. 
(3) U.S. Highway 71 between the Bossier-Red River parish boundary and its intersection 
with Interstate 20. 
(4) Louisiana Highway 3105 (Airline Drive) between the Louisiana-Arkansas state 
boundary and its intersection with U.S. Highway 71. 
(5) Louisiana Highway 3 (Benton Road) between the Louisiana-Arkansas state boundary 
and its intersection with Interstate 20. 
(6) Louisiana Highway 2 between the Bossier-Caddo parish boundary and the Bossier-
Webster parish boundary. 
(7) Louisiana Highway 511 (Jimmie Davis Highway) between its intersection with U.S. 
Highway 71 and its intersection with Louisiana Highway 3132. 
H.(1) Whoever violates the provisions of Subsection A of this Section shall be fined not 
more than two hundred dollars, or imprisoned for not more than ninety days, or both. 
(2) On a second or subsequent violation, the offender shall be fined not less than twenty-
five nor more than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned for not less than ten days nor more 
than six months, or both. 
I.(1) Whoever violates the provisions of Subsection B, C, D, E, F, or G of this Section 
shall be fined not more than one thousand dollars, or imprisoned for not more than ninety 
days, or both. 
(2) On a second or subsequent violation, the offender shall be fined not less than five 
hundred dollars nor more than three thousand dollars, or imprisoned for not less than 
thirty days nor more than six months, or both. 
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Added by Acts 1979, No. 83, §1. Amended by Acts 1980, No. 603, §1, eff. July 23, 1980; 
Acts 1982, No. 539, §1; Acts 1999, No. 829, §1; Acts 2001, No. 618, §1. 
 
RS 48:192. Engineering standards; naming state highways 
A. The department shall immediately establish and maintain design standards for the 
functional classifications of state highways, following the best engineering practices and 
experiences for the construction of all roads, bridges, drainage structures, or other work 
which may be necessary from time to time which said standards shall comply with all 
federal regulations necessary to obtain federal aid for road and bridge construction in 
Louisiana. 
B. The department may take into the state highway system any parish or municipal road 
needed to complete a necessary segment of a road; however, the total length of the state 
highway system established hereby is not exceeded and said road taken into the state 
highway system will not necessarily delay the needed construction and maintenance of 
roads on the existing system.  The department may negotiate an exchange of roads in any 
parish or municipality for roads on the state-maintained highway system provided that the 
roads taken into the system in said exchange will not necessarily delay needed 
construction and maintenance of roads on the existing system. 
C. The department may at any time the need justifies transfer a state highway from one 
functional classification to another. 
D. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, it shall be unlawful to 
name any state highway except by an Act of the legislature. 
Acts 1955, No. 40, §3; Acts 1990, No. 200, §1; Acts 1997, No. 1028, §1, eff. July 11, 
1997. 
 
RS 48:273. Placing of distance markers on highways 
Distance markers, which designate the distances from the point of the marker to the 
municipality indicated on the marker, shall be placed alongside the highways of this state 
by the department for incorporated and unincorporated municipalities having a 
population of five thousand or more persons. 
The department may place distance markers for incorporated and unincorporated 
municipalities having a population of less than five thousand persons. The distance 
markers are to be placed in accordance with regulations promulgated by the Department 
of Transportation and Development. 
Added by Acts 1976, No. 276, §1. Amended by Acts 1977, No. 291, §1; Acts 2006, No. 
11, §5. 
 
RS 48:277. Signs in advance of driveways for churches 
The department may erect signs indicating the location of churches located along state 
highways. The points for location of such signs shall be determined by the traffic 
engineer of the highway district in which the church is located. The signs shall conform 
to a standard size and design prepared by the department. 
Acts 1997, No. 1230, §1. 
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RS 48:279. Night time work on construction and maintenance projects; exceptions 
A. On any construction or maintenance project which requires the temporary 

closure of a lane on a controlled access principal arterial interstate, the department shall 
perform a traffic queue analysis and where the analysis determines a potential for traffic 
which may result in undue hardship or significant delay to the motoring public, the 
department shall ensure that such construction or maintenance work is performed during 
non-peak traffic hours, including night work between the hours of 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. and 
weekends, unless specific traffic studies determine that such non-peak hour work is not 
feasible. For purposes of this Section, peak traffic hours shall be considered 7:00 a.m. to 
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays.  On projects where the department has 
found non-peak work feasible and provides an incentive to construct expeditiously, the 
contractor shall perform non-peak work or provide just cause for failure to perform non-
peak work in order to qualify for or earn the incentive to construct expeditiously. 

B. If after reviewing existing traffic volumes, congestion, traffic control measures, 
motorist safety, project cost, project quality, inspection obligations, highway user costs, 
work force availability, work zone lighting, worker safety, and other factors which the 
department may deem necessary in determining the feasibility of non-peak hour 
construction or maintenance, the department determines that it is not feasible to perform 
construction or maintenance work during non-peak hours, the secretary shall provide a 
written report on the feasibility study to be delivered by certified mail to the cochairmen 
of the Joint Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works including 
specific details of factors which contributed to the determination.  Within forty-five days 
of receipt of the report, the joint committee may conduct a hearing to review the report. If 
at the hearing the committee finds the determination of the department unacceptable by a 
majority vote of the members, then such determination shall be sent to the governor and 
the department. 

C. When the department determines that a construction or maintenance project on 
a controlled access principal arterial interstate highway will have the potential of causing 
significant traffic delays or undue hardship to the public using such highway, advance 
signing shall be posted on the right of way of such highway at a location in advance of 
the last exit prior to the traffic buildup in order to allow the operator of a vehicle to exit 
the highway and avoid such buildup.  Such signing shall indicate that there is traffic 
congestion ahead and such exit is the last opportunity for exiting the highway before such 
congestion. 
Acts 1999, No. 831, §1; Acts 2001, No. 77, §1; Acts 2003, No. 753, §1; Acts 2006, No. 
727, §1, eff. June 29, 2006. 
 
RS 48:347. Removal of obstacles or hazards from highway or vicinity; campaign 
signs 

A. The department may apply to the court for any process necessary to prevent 
the installation of any structure, sign, obstacle, object, deposit, or thing within the limits 
of a highway contrary to this Chapter or any lawful regulation issued hereunder. 

B. Whenever any advertising sign located within fifty feet of the outer edge of the 
right of way constitutes a dangerous hazard to the traveling public, the department may, 
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after due notice to the owner thereof to remove it, apply to the district court of the parish 
in which the sign is located for the process necessary to effect the removal of the sign. 

C. Whenever any of the things described in Subsection A of this Section are 
found to exist within the limits of a highway, the department may summarily remove and 
dispose of it at the expense of the person responsible therefor.  If it retains apparent value, 
the owner shall be notified, orally or in writing, to remove it within five days or such 
other period as may be agreed upon.  If the owner be unknown or cannot be found, a 
written notice shall be affixed to the object setting forth that it must be removed within a 
period not less than five days from the date specified.  Failure to remove within the 
specified period operates as a forfeiture of all rights thereto and the department may 
remove the object for its own use, or dispose of it at private or public sale, or destroy it, 
or dispose of it in any manner.  The owner and any other person responsible therefor 
remains liable for any damage to public property or expenditure of highways funds 
resulting from the installation or removal of such things. 

D. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, political campaign 
signs shall not be erected, displayed, or posted within any highway right-of-way or litter-
free zone, subject to the provisions and penalties of R.S. 30:2531 and R.S. 30:2544, and 
the collection and distribution of fines as provided in R.S. 30:2532. 
Amended by Acts 1954, No. 126, §1; Acts 1984, No. 225, §1; Acts 1989, No. 768, §4; 
Acts 1998, 1st Ex. Sess., No. 148, §6. 
 
RS 48:348. Informational maps and literature 
The secretary may, from time to time, issue maps of the state highway system, or 
brochures or pamphlets for the information and education of the traveling public in 
matters of traffic and safety.  All such literature shall be issued in the name of the 
department and shall not bear the name of any individual employed by the state or 
seeking an elective office of the state.  Reproduction of maps, brochures or pamphlets by 
any individual, firm or agency without the written approval of the secretary is prohibited. 
Amended by Acts 1977, No. 291, §1.   
 
 


